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Law, Politics, and Scholarship in the Seventeenth Century: 
The Reputation of Nathaniel Fiennes 

 
As ‘founder’s kin’ members of the Fiennes family have enjoyed a long association with New 
College. In the early modern period this status, as at other colleges, conveyed privileged 
admission and a position within the fellowship, ostensibly without necessity to prove or pursue 
particular academic merit. One beneficiary was Nathaniel Fiennes (c.1608–1669), second son of 
William Fiennes, 1st viscount Saye and Sele. On the face of it, this man’s reputation, both in his 
lifetime and subsequently, appears to exemplify the disadvantages of the system. On closer 
examination, however, Nathaniel emerges as a student of serious academic credentials, a distinct 
and sometimes influential political and religious thinker and orator, and a champion of the 
University of Oxford at an hour of need. 
 To many contemporaries, ‘Bristol Fiennes’ was the parliamentarian army officer who, in 
notably cowardly and precipitate manner, on 26 July 1643 surrendered control of the second 
most important port in the kingdom to royalist forces, dealing the most bitter blow in a summer 
of spectacular military reversals.1 Despite his subsequent attempts to justify himself to fellow 
MPs, he fell foul of a vindictive campaign by pamphleteers William Prynne and Clement Walker, 
and of more general ‘peace-party’ opposition at Westminster to the perceived political 
machinations of Saye and Sele.2 Court-martialled that December, Fiennes was pronounced guilty 
and sentenced to death.3 A pardon issued by Parliament’s commander-in-chief, Robert 
Devereux, 3rd earl of Essex, gave him back his life and allowed him to escape into exile, but it 
did not restore his standing.4 On 10 September 1645 the next surrender of Bristol (by royalist 
commander Prince Rupert to Sir Thomas Fairfax and the New Model army) demonstrated to 
many (although not a furious Charles I) that the city was indefensible, and allowed Fiennes to 
resume his career in the House of Commons, but it did little to repair his popular reputation.5 
Twelve years later, when he was an important member of Protector Oliver Cromwell’s council of 
state and Speaker of the Cromwellian Other House of Parliament, snide comments were still 
being made about his cowardice and ineffectualness. Diarist Thomas Burton related how, at a 
crowded parliamentary grand committee in January 1657, someone claimed to have spotted a 
pickpocket under the table. At this, ‘Colonel Fiennes drew his sword and vapoured hugely, how 
he would spit him, but the fellow escaped—if there were any such’.6 

After the Restoration—facilitated in part by Fiennes and his friends—Fiennes retired 
into relative obscurity, although he was fondly remembered in colonial Connecticut.7 His will 
and the inventory taken after his death reveal that he had been living in comfort in provincial 
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with other tasks requiring scholarly expertise, Fiennes joined the jurist John Selden (one of the 
MPs for the university) and others in an attempt to resist or modify the Presbyterian purge of 
fellows they considered delinquent or inadequate. 23 While in the short term their efforts were 
largely in vain, they probably did not go unappreciated. 
 In January 1648 a majority in Parliament voted not to proceed with peace negotiations 
with the king, whom they now held as a prisoner on the Isle of Wight, because of his rejection of 
their latest propositions and his secret dealings with Scottish commissioners. It is generally 
agreed that it was Fiennes who in February drafted a declaration in which Parliament justified its 
actions to the Scots and argued, in ways rarely voiced previously, for its own political pre-
eminence. If peace could not be had on any terms but the king’s, said Fiennes, ‘upon these terms 
we needed not to have had any War’.24 Boldly, he asserted that it was in fact the king who had 
erred: ‘It is much more likely that a King should be mistaken . . . than that the whole Kingdom 
Represented in Parliament, should desire what would be for their own hurt’.25 The experience of 
the previous few years of conflict had demonstrated that it was insufficient for subjects to rely 
on Magna Carta, or on any other legal precedent or written agreement, to guarantee their rights 
and liberties: Parliament also needed control over the armed forces. ‘If the militia . . . be in one 
man, they are absolute slaves’. With logic not far removed from Thomas Hobbes, but the more 
remarkable for being articulated in a document emanating from Westminster itself, 
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of the sword”’.28 For the next fiv
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peace in the Nations, with Justice and Liberty’; experience had shown the alternatives to be 


